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ABSTRACT 
Telecommunications industry is one of the fastest growing industries in Hong 
Kong in this decade, especially the mobile phone market. Over the past few years, Hong 
Kong people have witnessed the vigorous changes and fast development in this market. 
With only 0.09 million subscribers in 1989, this number was increased to 2.85 million by 
the end of 1998 with a penetration rate of 43%. It is expected to reach 3.5 million mobile 
phone users by the end of 2000. 
The industry currently has six players - Hongkong Telecom, Hutchison, 
SmarTone, New World, Sunday and Peoples Phone - operating a total of ten networks. 
Continuous technological improvement, sustainable economic growth and pro-
competition government policies are the fundamental drivers of growth in the industry. 
The intensity of competition among players is imaginable. The heat of the competition 
peaked with the implementation of Mobile Number Portability on March V^  this year 
allowing mobile users to freely switch from one network to another while keeping their 
mobile phone numbers unchanged. Different networks have been competing on price, 
� advertisements and promotional activities as to capture or secure their market shares. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine how Hutchison Telecommunications 
Limited can sustain its leading position in this fast-changing and highly competitive 
mobile telecommunications market. Hutchison is operating two digital mobile networks. 
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namely Orange and Xin Gan Xian and has 30% of the market share with over one million 
subscriber base by April this year. 
A market survey has been conducted as to study customers' brand perceptions and 
attitudes towards each network and to identify the levels of satisfaction and loyalty 
towards each of them. A total of 235 questionnaires have been successfully completed 
and used. Results show that Hongkong Telecom is the most preferred operator with the 
score of 3.59, based on a five point scale; while Hutchison is the least preferred network 
among six network operators gaining the score of 3.16, which is below the overall mean 
of 3.37. Both Orange and Xin Gan Xian scored the lowest on the attribute of after-sales 
services with only 2.91 and 2.59 respectively. Among the ten attributes measured, Xin 
Gan Xian scored above the overall mean on two items only - tariff, handset and 
accessory charges and the number of distribution outlets. 
Based on the analysis, we recommend that Hutchison should improve its network 
coverage and quality, and to differentiate itself from the other network providers by 
continuous improvement on customer services. 
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CHAPTER I. BACKGROUND 
Growing Maturity of the Mobile Telecommunications Industry 
Since mobile telecommunications services were first launched in 1984, the industry 
has been expanding rapidly. Under the aggressive price cuts and intensive promotions 
put up by the network operators, the mobile phone business showed a sharp expansion in 
1998，as shown in Figure 1. The number of mobile phone subscribers has been increased 
by 36.8% or 0.77 million over a year earlier, and has reached 2.86 million in end-1998. 
As a result, the mobile phone penetration rate in Hong Kong has risen to 43% at end-
1998, up from 32% at end-1997. 
Figure 1 Number and Growth of Mobile Phone Subscribers! 
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1 “Key Statistics for Wireless Services in Hong Kong.，’ Home Page of OFTA. Available: 
http://www.ofta.gov.hk, updated on Feb 19，1999. 
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However, the growth rates of the industry have been declining from the peak of 
76% in 1996, down to 37% in 1998. This slow growth may indicate the saturation of the 
mobile phone services. As can be seen from Table 1, Hong Kong is amongst the cities 
with the highest mobile phone penetration rates in the world. Among a total population 
of 6.22 million in Hong Kong in 1996, 4.44 million^ residents are aged between 15-64, 
and 3.04 million� are working. With 2.86 mobile subscribers at end-1998, it suggests that 
64% of the territory's population other than children and elderly, and 94% of the working 
population, do possess their mobile phones. 
Table 1 Mobile Phone Penetration Rates Around the World^ , 
..:�：•： :�- ': ； ; ~ 丨 Number of Mobile Phones per 100 people 
Coiintries September 1998 Decemberl998 
Finland — 50.1 “ 56.0 
Sweden 44.5 n.a. 
Norway 42.5 n.a. 
Israel 42.0 — iaZ~~ 
Hong Kong 42.0 44.5 
Japan 33.0 36.1 
Australia 32.0 “ 29.7 
Singapore — 29.0 32.9 — 
U.S.A. — 23.0 23.0 
^ Britain 17 0 22.1 
2 Census and Statistics Department. "Population by Sex and Ages." 1996 Population By-census -
Summary Results, Hong Kong SAR Government, November 1996，p.l5. 
3 Census and Statistics Department. "Population by Sex and Ages." 1996 Population By-census -
Summary Results, Hong Kong SAR Government, November 1996, p.35. 
4 "Independence Day ofMobile Phones." Apple Daily, March 1, 1999. 
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Intense Competitions in the Industry 
In 1992, four cellular operating licenses were granted using the GSM standard — 
Hongkong Telecom CSL Ltd. ("Hongkong Telecom"), Hutchison Telephone Company 
Limited ("Hutchison"), Pacific Link Communications Ltd. (“Pacific Link") and 
SmarTone Mobile Communications Ltd. (“SmarTone，，). Six PCS licenses were also 
issued in September 1996. The six operators are Hutchison, Pacific Link, Mandarin 
Communications Ltd., New World PCS Ltd. ("New World"), P Plus Communications 
Ltd. (“P Plus") and Peoples Telephone Company Ltd. (“Peoples Phone"). Dual band 
services have been authorized by OFTA in August 1998^ 
In light of the growing maturity of the mobile telecommunications industry, mobile 
network providers are competing more intensively. Different forms of competitions have 
been taken place in the past few years, including competitions on advertisements, tariffs 
and promotional activities. 
Advertising and Promotion Competitions 
Advertising competition was first initiated by Hutchison in early 1990s when 
celebrity Leon Lai was used for its advertising campaigns. Receiving positive responses 
from the younger generations, Hutchison had greatly increased its brand awareness and 
customer base. Following similar strategies, HK Telecom and SmarTone launched their 
5 "Implementation ofMNP and Introduction ofDual Band Services." OFTA's Press Release on 
August 28, 1998. Available: http://www.ofta.gov.hk/index_engl.html (6/4/1999). 
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TV advertising programs with different celebrities such as Arron Kwok, Jacky Cheung 
and Chow Chun-Fat, spending over $200 millions in 1997. 
In 1998, Hongkong Telecom, spending over $398 million, was the biggest spender 
in advertisements in Hong Kong, followed by Hutchison ($216 million), SmarTone ($153 
million) and Sunday ($135 million), as shown in Table 2 below. 
Table 2 Top 10 Advertising Spenders in Hong Kong, 1998^ 
~ T o p 10 , � \ , �； - ‘ ~~ /：~~ Advertising Expenses“ 
'、’’？ / :C 6 ^ a ^ y : '、：：、 :？ : " '• :::、,：: --
Ranking XPK$million) 
_ _纖 _讓 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _丨讓讓 _ _ _ _丨 _寵丨 _纖 _ _ _ _ ! _ _纖議讓丨 _ _纖 _ _ _ _ _ _藥纏 , _纖 _ _____藝___譯_:__:__讓__1_____丨_丨_:_丨丨8:_1 
1 Hongkong Telecom 398.46 
2 Hutchison 216.24 
3 H S 5 C r S 9 3 0 
4 SmarTone 152.63 
5 McDonald 144.74 
6 Park 'N Shop H 4 3 7 
7 Hang Seng Bank l 4 3 3 5 
8 Sunday 135.21 
9 Hong Tai Travels 119.29 
10 Johnson & Johnson 116.75 
Among all PCS providers, Sunday has been well recognized for its aggressive 
advertising campaigns. To educate the general public about the implementation of 
Mobility Number Portability and encourage mobile customers' switching to its network, 
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Sunday has spent roughly $30 million in January 1999, according to industry analysts?. 
Another PCS operator, New World, had also flooded two Chinese language TV channels 
with advertisements, costing about $2 million for at least 80 per cent airtime on the 
channels during peak hours on the evening of March 1^ 
Aggressive promotional activities were launched before and after the 
"Independence Day" on March 1，1999. Sunday first tried to leap-frog its competitors by 
offering consumers a "jump the queue" service, allowing them to apply for the MNP 
service a week earlier than March 1，1999^ On the first date of the MNP implementation, 
network providers had launched different series of promotional activities to attract 
customers, which are summarized in Table 3. 
Under the aggressive advertising and promotions competitions, PCS providers have 
quickly established their market shares in the industry, attracting not only existing GSM 
customers to switch to their networks, but also formerly non-users to acquire the PCS 
services, driving the rapid penetration of mobile telecommunications services in the 
territory. Furthermore, the message of mobility number portability is also well taken by 
most ofHong Kong residents. 
6 "Outdoor Advertisements are Attractive to Telecommunications Industry." Hong Kong Economic 
Times, March 29，1998. 
7 "New World Makes Aggressive Foray into Cut-throat Price War." South China Moming Post, 
February27, 1999. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Joseph Lo. "Sunday Leads Number Game." South China Moming Post, February 23, 1999. 
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Table 3 Promotional Strategies of the Six Operators on the First Day^ " 
^ '‘. “ “ ‘~: - ' ~~~‘ ‘ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ “ “ Peoples 
；Company HKT Hutchison SmarTone Sunday NewWorld 
- ‘ • , ‘ ‘ Phone 
‘ - ' ‘ ‘ - ‘ - - - " / - - -"' “ ‘ , , - ' - • • • , - - ‘ -'-- - - / , , ' ' ' ' , " ' - ' , . , 
Brands • 1010 • Orange “ SmarTone • Sunday • New World~~• Peoples 
“One2Free • Everyday • Extra Mobility Phone 
• 1+1 • Xin Gan Xian 
Promotion • Distribute free • Announce the “ Launch • Publish • Give out • Distribute 
Strategy lunch with first switching new tariff "break- handsets for free 
cup noodles customer in plan for though" 2-weeks bananas 
and a yogurt Hong Kong Extra, news- free-trials 
drink offering paper 
$300 cash 
• Allow free 
local call from 
l-2pm during 
weekdays . ‘ 
until end-May 
Public “ Over 50,000 - • Uncertain, • Average • Run out of • Average 
Response MTR users since it was free 
and shoppers then handsets in 
received the launched half an hour 
package 
Price Competitions 
The introduction ofPCS services since mid-1997 has invoked price competitions in 
the mobile telecommunications industry. In order to attract customers and quickly 
capture market shares of the industry, PCS providers charged much lower tariffs than its 
GSM competitors. Table 4 shows the sales promotions launched by PCS providers in 
November 1997. 
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T ; a y e A ^ P l o n i o t i o j i s ^ t h ^ i X ^ ? ^ Q — E s J i ^ ^ ^ 2 X e H ^ ^ ^ L l ? ? 2 ^ 
P ^ ^ O T S i p i a i i i i — — -, ~ J ~ ~ F H i i r ~ ~ ~ p w r ^ p ^ 5 ^ 
Company Hutchison New World (former Extra) Ph<me', ' / ：；；„ , ? ' : : % : : ; " : ; > 二 
— — — L _ > ^ k ' F r e e i O O — _ ~ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ~ " P ™ ^ " " " 
Features Monthly minute tariffof$88, 
tariff of $68, airtime ifhandset the units of minme 
, with 
with ispurchased seconds 
unlimited 
unlimited . . 
airtime 
airtime . , 
k ^ ~ ~ ^ r 4 i = K i r " " " ^ r a m ^ " ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ 
p.o.otiona. airtime - 1 0 0 .inutes ofS271 per month， : = 
«_ - Freeadditional includinghandset theenaoi 
schemes March 1998 
120 minutes if and pager prices, ， 
complete togetherwithfree 
package ofvalue- airtime of 100 
added services is minutes 
consumed _ J_ 
J — ^ “ 
In response to the PCS competitors, market-penetration pricing strategy， 
SmarTone cut its tariffs in December 1997, as shown in Table 5. Subsequently, 
Hutchison had lowered its tariff indirectly by launching new plans to increase the amount 
offree airtime while keeping its monthly tariffs remained unchanged^l 
.0 “Promotional Strategies of the Six Mobile Operators." A e e ^ y . March 2, 1999. 
“"Hutchison PCS will be Launched at the Lowest Monthly Tanffof$68." M i n g ^ , November 7’ 
1997 
.12 "Hutchison GSM's Tariffs are Close to SmarTone's." I i ^ ^ g ^ r T ^ — J i n ^ ， D e c e m b e r 
17，1997. 
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Table 5 Basic TariffPlans ofthe Three GSM Operators in December 1997^ ^ 
Tariff Free Airtime (minutes) AdditionaI Charge per Minute 
SmarTone f M FOO $1.2-1.6 
Hutchison GSM $ ^ fOO $1.0-1.8 
HKT1010 $488 120 Free news and information delivery and 
automatic roaming 
One2Free $ m f I ! $0.8-1.8 
In anticipation of the implementation ofMNP in March 1999, a new round of price 
competitions in the mobile services industry was invoked in end-1998. Aiming at 
strengthening the customer base of its Orange dual-brand network ahead of MNP and 
fading out the Everyday brand name, Hutchison standardized its tariffs for Orange' and 
Everyday brands in mid-December 1998)4. Tariffs for Orange and Xin Gan Xian 
networks were cut by over 50% for medium and low volume users, and over 70% for 
high volume users】，. 
As Hutchison Telecom made deep cuts to all its prices, Hongkong Telecom and 
SmarTone followed. All other network providers, including PCS providers, had 
subsequently reduced their tariffs on or before March 1. 
13 "Competitors did not Follow SmarTone's Price-cut." Ming Pao, December 2, 1997. 
14 "New Moves for Hutchison's Price-cut." Ming Pao, December 18，1998. 
15 "Hutchison cuts its Mobile Service Tariffs Aggressively." Hong Kong Economic Journal, 
December 18, 1998. 
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Company Overview: Hutchison Telecom 
Hutchison Telecommunications (Hong Kong) Limited, was formed in January 
1996 to consolidate the marketing and operational resources of Hutchison Whampoa 
Group's fixed line network, paging and mobile telephone services in Hong Kong. 
Hutchison has been Hong Kong's leading paging network operator since 1980s. 
Despite the increasing number of pager users shifting to the mobile phone services, it still 
maintains about 200,000 pager subscribers by December 1998'6. 
With its extensive distribution outlets for paging services and a huge customer 
base, Hutchison has significant advantages over its competitors in attracting its pager 
customers for shifting to mobile phone services. When it first launched the Tien Dey 
Seen (CT-2 cordless phone) service in early 1990s, it had introduced the promotional 
packages combining both CT-2 handset and pager services. After its CDMA launch in 
1995, it had also introduced trade-in packages to Tien Dey Seen and pager customers for 
shifting to its CDMA services. Offering comprehensive telecommunications products 
and services to customers, Hutchison has obviously benefited from the first-mover 
advantages in the telecommunications services sector. 
Received the Fixed Telecommunications Network Service (FTNS) license from 
OFTA in mid-1995, Hutchison operated its fixed network service Network Eight in Hong 
16 "Hutchison Plans to Build Business on its Solid Customer Foundation". South China Morning 
Post, December 1，1998. 
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Kong. Also, IDD 0080 service offers international phone calls services to its subscriber 
base to more than 750,000 by December 1998'^ Hutchison mobile phone customers can 
also enjoy these IDD services. 
Nowadays, Hutchison is operating two brands for its digital mobile services in 
Hong Kong, namely Xin Gan Xian and Orange. Over $5 billion will be spent on 
upgrading and expanding these networks in the future^^. 
Launched in 1995 and was subsequently re-named as "Xin Gan Xian" in 1997, 
Hutchison provides the world's first CDMA mobile phone services. Targeting the 
younger generation, Xin Gan Xian charges a lower price. It has over 500 cell sites 
throughout the territory by end-1998. 
Everyday, the PCS network, was launched in March 1997. With over 600 cell 
sites, it provides comprehensive services with attractively low tariff plans to the 
customers. In September 1998，Hutchison has combined its GSM and PCS network and 
launched the dual band services under the brand name of Orange. Combining GSM's 
� outstanding coverage and PCS's powerful capacity, Orange has nearly 1,500 cell sites, 
providing a wide international automatic roaming coverage to over 91 countries and cities 
around the world. It is Hutchison's corporate strategy to focus on its Orange and Xin 
17 "Hutchison Plans to Build Business on its Solid Customer Foundations." South China Moming 
Post, December 1, 1998. 
18 "Hutchison Spend $5.8 billion to Expand its Networks Capacity." Ming Pao, April 1, 1999. 
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Gan Xian network, but phase out the Everyday PCS brand name'^. This move will 
probably simplify Hutchison's network management, reduce its operating costs and 
advertising expenditures. 
To cater for the increasing demand for Internet services and the future trend for 
combining data and voice communications, Hutchison started its Intemet business, 
HutchCity, in November 1998. Hutchison mobile phone users can then send and receive 
Intemet messages by using their handsets as well. 
Appendix 1 summarizes the recent activities of Hutchison. Following the price 
competitions in end-1998 and the implementation of MNP, Hutchison has rapidly 
captured new customers switching from other network providers and gained a market 
share of over 1 million customers��, as shown in Figure 2. 
19 "New Moves for Hutchison's Price-cut." Ming Pao, December 18, 1998. 
20 "Hutchison Spend $5.8 billion to Expand its Networks Capacity." Ming Pao, April 1，1999. 
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Figure 2 Increasing Number ofMobile Phone Subscribers 
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Significance of Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty 
Since the implementation of Mobility Number Portability (MNP) in March 1, 
1999, all customers are free to switch from one network provider to another one while 
keeping their mobile phone numbers remains unchanged. The low (or almost no) 
switching costs of mobile phone customers may result in high chum rates, i.e. rates of 
movement of new and leaving customers, for network providers. 
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It is estimated that the current industry churn rate is about 6-7% in April 1999^'. 
Compared to the average chum rates of Hongkong Telecom (3-4%) and Sunday's (4%), 
Hutchison suffers from a churn of 4% in 1999. However, its chum rates have been 
increasing since the industry competition is intensified by the new launch ofPCS services 
in 1997. As opposed to spending most time and efforts in attracting new customers, 
Hutchison should therefore aware that retaining its existing customers is vitally important 
in remaining profitable and successful in the industry in the long run. 
Objectives of this Study 
The purposes of this study are to examine the brand perceptions and attitudes 
towards the ten mobile network services offered by the six existing network providers in 
Hong Kong, and to identify the levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty towards them. 
Though understanding the brand preferences of the mobile phone users, we would like to 
make recommendations for Hutchison to formulate marketing strategies in order to 
increase the customer satisfaction and loyalty and hence, maintain its leading position in 
the fast-changing and competitive mobile telecommunications market in the future. 
21 "Hongkong Telecom Attracts Customers by Quality Services." Ming Pao, April 1，1999. 
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CHAPTER II. MACRO-ENVRIONMENT ANALYSIS 
Political yTjCgal Impact 
Under the Telecommunications Ordinance (Cap. 106), the Office of 
Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) was established to serve as the executive arm of 
the Telecommunications Authority and oversee the regulation of the telecommunications 
industry in Hong Kong. Its organization structure and main features are given in 
Appendix 2. 
Aiming at introducing competitions and providing consumers services at 
reasonable costs, OFTA had de-regulated the mobile telecommunications services since . 
1985. Hongkong Telecom, Hutchison, Pacific Link and SmarTone were granted with the 
cellular operating licenses using the GSM standard in 1992. Six PCS licenses were also 
issued in September 1996. The six operators are Hutchison, Pacific Link, Mandarin, 
New World, P Plus, and Peoples. Dual band services have been authorized by OFTA in 
August 199822. Nowadays, Hongkong Telecom, Hutchison and SmarTone have already 
upgraded their GSM and PCS networks into the dual-band ones. 
Due to the competitive forces, the prices of cellular handsets and tariff plans have 
dropped significantly in the past few years� Intense competitions in the industry have 
also resulted in two consolidation cases. In December 1997, OFTA approved the 
22 "Implementation ofMNP and Introduction ofDual Band Services." OFTA's Press Release on 
August 28, 1998. Available: http://www.ofta.gov.hk/index_engl.html (6/4/1999). 
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acquisition of Pacific Link by Hongkong Telecom. In March 1998, OFTA also approved 
the acquisition of P Plus by SmarTone. 
Having the view that the need to change mobile phone numbers upon change of 
mobile services provider could be a significant form of barriers to fair and effective 
competition in the market, OFTA initiated a study on the feasibility and cost-benefits of 
implementing number portability for the mobile services. After releasing a consultation 
paper on 11 July 1997 and considering the comments from the industry, OFTA 
commissioned a consulting form in December 1997 to carry out further study on this 
issue23. Finally, OFTA confirmed to implement the MNP policy to all mobile service 
providers on March 1,1999. 
The implication of MNP is that customers can switch freely from one network to 
another while keeping their phone numbers remains unchanged. In the past, mobile 
phone customers were very reluctant to change their mobile service providers even if 
they were not satisfied with their current providers or there were better services from 
other providers. This was because customers found it very inconvenient to inform all of 
their business clients, friends and relatives about their new phone numbers. Non-
portability of mobile phone numbers had once created high switching costs for most 
customers. As a result, the recent implementation of MNP provides a level-playing field 




Until recently, the economy of Hong Kong had been growing well, with total 
GDP growing at rates of 2.6 - 8.0% between 1988 and 1997, as shown in Figure 3. 
Despite the softened economy since the Asian economic turmoil in July 1997, GDP per 
capita was to $117,932 in 1998, up from $97,609 in 1988 (at constant 1990 market 
prices). In another words, it has increased by 20% in 10 years. As a result, people are 
more affluent and ready to buy more premium goods and services that will further 
improve their lives. As mobile telecommunications services are now charging at much 
lower prices after price competitions, they are more affordable and attractive to many 
people. 
Figure 3 GDP Growth Rates in 1988-1998'' 
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23 "Mobile Number Portability." 1997/98 OFTA Trading Fund Report, OFTA, March 1998, p.23. 
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Socio-cultural Impact 
“Time is money" has been an old saying in Hong Kong. Because of the 
technology advancement in this information age, people can get timely information and 
keep in touch with their business clients and friends using different technologies such as 
Internet and mobile phone services. Since nobody wants to be left behind in receiving 
the latest information and losing contact with the others, there is a strong need for 
personal communication services such as pagers, emails and mobile phones. 
When mobile phone service was first launched in the 1980s, it was generally 
perceived as a status symbol and associated it with the premium, high-end product due to 
its high price. At that time, only business users and the upper class could spend on 
mobile phone services. Nowadays，as technology improved and more competitors are 
introduced into the market, the prices of mobile phone services have dropped 
significantly. Together with the increasing incomes as mentioned before, more people 
can afford to purchase mobile phone services and consider it as a basic product that is 
essential to their daily lives. 
Under the aggressive advertising and promotional campaigns undertaken by 
mobile services providers, mobile phone services are promoted as the convenient and 
efficient tools that maintain communications between people such as peer groups, 
husband and wife, son and parents. This is consistent with the social trend that more 
24 Financial Services Bureau. "Table 1: Gross Domestic Product Estimates." 1998 Economic 
Background, Government ofHong Kong Special Administrative Region, March 1999, p.213. 
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people engage in more social activities. The strong need for maintaining connections 
between people implies that mobile phone services can fulfil the unmet demand for 2-
way communication service left by traditional paging services. As a result of these social 
forces, mobile phone services have been gaining popularity in recent years. 
Technology Impact 
The telecommunications industry is basically a technology-driven industry. A 
new technological breakthrough may lead to tremendous changes in the industry, and 
new products and services may be offered. In this section, we will review the current 
mobile phone technologies existing in Hong Kong, which include GSM, PCS and CDMA, 
and D-AMPS. Table 6 summarizes the main characteristics of these - mobile 
communications standards. 
With the advancement in information technology and popularity of personal 
computers, convergence of data and voice transfer is expected in the future. The third 
generation handsets are said to have combined features of personal digital assistant, 
mobile phone, Internet service and live images. The third generation handsets will not 
only receive phone calls with live images of the people talking on the other side of the 
phone, but also receive and send email messages simultaneously. It may also keep 
personal diary and schedules. In light of these future trends, HK Telecom and Hutchison 
have started providing a bundle of services such as emails and mobile phone services to 
their customers. 
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Table 6 Main Characteristics of Mobile Communications Standards 
Standards Characteristics V / 
;>^i:^x:"/lv;>«v：；：.：- :;:;¾;¾:;¾;¾^  '':,^:;::;^¾¾;¾¾¾¾¾ 
GSM • - Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is a digital cellular 
telephone standard based on TDMA technology using the 900, 1800 and 1900 
frequencies. 
• It is very popular in European and Asian countries. 
PCS • Personal Communications Service (PCS), also known as GSM 1800, is widely 
accepted in Asia and the U.S. 
• Signals are transmitted at a higher frequency of 1800 MHz, using the same 
technology as the GSM standard. 
• With cells smaller than GSM standards, PCS networks can be built using 
cheaper base stations and hence, the setup costs for PCS networks are lower 
than that of traditional GSM networks. 
Dual-band • Dual-band services combine the technology of GSM and PCS, allowing cellular 
handset operating on one transmission platforms, including combinations of 
800, 900. 1800 and 1900 MHz. 
• It enables greater cost-efficiencies, allows service differentiation and customers 
wider choices of network providers. 
CDMA • Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a higher capacity and better quality 
system than GSM. It was first developed for military purposes. 
• It is less popular outside North America and is less convenient to provide 
roaming service. 
D-AMPS • Digital AMPS is a mobile phone standard deployed in both 800 and 1900 MHz 
range. 
• It is popular in the U.S. and Canada. 
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CHAPTER III. INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 
Internal Rivalry 
Market Structure 
The mobile services market in Hong Kong started in 1984. Until 1992 there were 
three operators who were providing services at reasonably high prices by today's 
standards. In 1992 the fourth operator was licensed as part of the Government's blueprint 
to transition the industry from analogue to digital technology and to simultaneously 
introduce more competition through the licensing of a fourth operator. Six Personal 
Communications Services (PCS) licenses were issued in 1994 to introduce more 
competition into the industry. 
At present, there are all together six mobile network service providers operating a 
total of eleven communications systems. Systems conforming to a number of technical 
standards are available. There are three GSM 900 systems operating in the 900 MHz 
band, two systems (one D-AMPS system and one CDMA system) conforming to North 
� A m e r i c a n standards in the 800 MHz band and six PCS conforming to GSM 1800 
standard in the 1.8 GHz band. 
Despite the seeming mature and saturating market, mobile industry players are 
optimistic about the market growth in the future. According to Mr. Lambert Chan, 
Hongkong Telecom Mass Market Managing Director, the number is expected to reach 
3.5 million by the end of year 2000, which will put a mobile phone in the hands of more 
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than one in every two peop le� ; .BT Asia-Pacific managing director Richard Slogrove 
further believes the Hong Kong mobile-phone market penetration rate could reach 60% 
from the present 44 % in the next few years26. 
According to Mr. Adolphus Ho, Marketing Manager from SmarTone, he believes 
that the GSM network has reached its mature stage in the product life cycle. However, 
PCS network is definitely a "rising star" at this stage. Most of the growth in the market 
in the past half-year has already been in the PCS market, according to government 
figures27. Figure 4, below, depicts the trend on different network subscribers in 1998. 
Figure 4 Mobile Phone Subscribers by Networks 
Mobile Phone Subscr ibers by networks - Jan 98 to Dec 98 
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25 Jo Pegg. "Free Noodles to Tempt Mobile Phone Clients." South China Moming Post, March 1， 
1999. 
26 Yvonne Chan. "SmarTone Eyes IDD, Partner with BT." South China Moming Post, April 8， 
1999. 
27 "Key Statistics for Wireless Services in Hong Kong". Home Page of OFTA. Available: 
http://www.ofta.gov.hk, updated Feb 19, 1999. 
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The heat of the competition has peaked with the launch of MNP, which allows 
customers to keep their mobile phone numbers when changing from one mobile network 
operator to another even when switching between different technology standards. A 
vicious cutthroat price war has started to coincide with the implementation of number 
portability. Virtually all of the mobile network operators have been slashing prices and 
trying to get a bigger piece of the pie. Sunday, for example, is expecting a 30 to 40 per 
cent growth with MNP in place28. With the increase in the intensity of competition, it is 
hoped that the efficiency will increase as well. 
Players 
There are all together six players in the mobile phone market. The three major 
operators, Hongkong Telecom, Hutchison and SmarTone, have both GSM and PCS 
networks and dominated the market by over 70% market share. However, the 
introduction of MNP in March this year is believed to have further eroded the subscriber 
bases for GSM networks. Table 7 below is the summary of each network's 
characteristics. 
28 Joseph Lo. "Sunday Leads Numbers Game." South China Moming Post, February 23, 1999. 
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Table 7 Characteristics ofEach Network 
Target ‘ „ . • . . . . Cell Market “ ‘ 
Market Image Pncmg Activities 3- ,^329 ghare^" Remarks . 
Hongkong Telecom 
1 0 1 0 Business Professional Premium More focused on Under the umbrella 
users business customers o fHongkong 
O n e 2 F r e e Younger Causal, young Moderate Aggressive 1,400 Telecom, customers 
generations advertising using ^jo/^ can enjoy additional 
celebrity ° benefits by buying 
1 + 1 Price- Friendly, Bargain Advertising with corporate services 
sensitive family values celebrity 500 such as Internet and 
customers >TV. 
Hutchison 
O r a n g e Business and Fashionable, Bargain Aggressive 丨 ^^^ Hutchison owns the 
causal users cheap "Complete advertising ‘ fixed line network 
X i n G a n Youth and Fashionable, value campaigns using ~ in Hong Kong and 
X i a n price- cheap guarantee" celebrity 30% has recently 
sensitive >600 expanded business 
customers to intemet services 
provision. 
SmarTone '' “ - - ‘ ,. ." ' ' ' ‘  . ;. . ” . ‘ ,. ". ‘ - ‘ - ‘ - ''', '• ,' , / •, :�/：•'. 
S m a r T o n e Business and Quality M o d e r a t e - ~ Emphasis on quality Announced recently 
causal Premium 1,300 to alliance with 
customers Yahoo in setting up 
E X T R A Younger Fun, energetic Bargain Aggressive 17% its Internet service, 
generation advertising, namely ismart. 
following Sunday's >600 
advertising strategy 
Others �-, - • . - - , 广 -“ - ,,,“ “ - ；. ‘ ‘,- 、，� ：'- -'-
N e w General Quality Moderate Rather low profile New World also 
W o r l d >600 9 % owns the fixed line 
network. 
P e o p l e s Mainly blue- Practical Bargain Few promotion 
P h o n e collars until recently 
S u n d a y Younger Creative, Bargain Very aggressive 
generation fresh, different advertising that 
who wants to always makes 730 6% 
make a people surprises 
difference 
29 Oriental Daily, March 1，1999. 
30 Financial News, TVB Jade, March 7, 1999. 
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Product & Service Differentiation 
Tariff. The implementation of MNP has led to a vicious price war. The well-
established GSM services providers have slashed one third of their prices as to compete 
with the cheaper PCS networks. Hutchison, for example, has adopted a "Complete Value 
Guarantee" policy, which allows subscribers to choose the published basic monthly 
tariffs from more than 40 different plans offered by other network operators. By adopting 
this policy, customers are guaranteed for the lowest tariff in town. It will also lower 
rivals' incentives to further cut down on because as they could not benefit by doing so. 
Apart from lowering monthly tariffs, network providers are also promoting non-
peak hour usage and calls made within the same network. For example, New World 
offers a plan for $150 with 1,000 minutes of non-peak hour airtimes. The subscribers of 
Hutchison (Orange 8c Xin Gan Xian) and New World are also granted with extra free 
airtimes for calls made between the same network. 
Table 8 compares the different tariff plans for low, medium and high volume 
users. 
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Table 8 Tariff Comparisons of Different Networks 
Network Low Volume Medium Volume High Volume 
M o n t h l y F e e A i r t i m e (min . ) M o n t h l y F e e A i r t i m e (min . ) M o n t h l y F e e "Air t ime (min . ) 
Dual-band 
OrangeA $168 100+60* $300 350+150* $390 1,000+200* 
1010^ $260 150 $360 250 $880 100 
One2Free $168 100 —+ -+ $298 1100® 
SmarTone $168 100 $368 400 $838 1050 
PCS 
~ ~ N e w World $ 0 8 100+60* $ ^ ~~300+160~~~ $388 1,000+200* 
Extra $88 120 $188 270 $388 1200 
Sunday $88 100 $288 300 $388 1,000 
Peoples Phone $75 100 $225' 300 $400' 1,200 
;^the^|||M^^ 
• ‘ _ ‘‘ ‘ , ‘ ‘ •‘ 
Xin Gan Xian $80 100+50* $190 350+200* $280 1,400+400* 
1+1 $101 101 $178 250 $288 1001 
A "Complete Value Guarantee" - customers have options to choose among 40 other tariff plans provided by 
other networks. 
* The extra minutes are only applicable for calls made between the same network subscribers. 
®100 minutes for peak hour, and 1,000 minutes for non-peak hours only. 
* Including some free value-added services. 
+ One2Free allows subscribers to mix and match different "minutes units" as to suit personal preferences. 
Handset: Basically, there is not much difference between the handset models 
provided by each network. Except Xin Gan Xian and New World, they are the sole 
dealers for some specific handset models. The only possible difference may be lied on 
timing — who gets the newest models first. Mobile phone is a fashion item nowadays. It 
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has been estimated that the industry turnover Hong Kong is as high as one million 
handsets per year. 
Value-added Services O^AS): All the network providers provide more or less the 
same value-added services such as call forward, voice mail, useful information services, 
etc. If you will only use that locally, there is not much difference. However, if you 
would like to use the roaming services, then you have to be very careful as some of the 
standards apply to some specific regions only. 
VAS can be classified under three board categories, namely call management 
service, information service and test/data communication service. Table 9 shows the 
comparisons of the value-added services offered by different network providers. 
The features under call management service category are quite standard among all 
network providers. Differentiation may be found on how each provider bundle these 
services. To cater for the increasing demand of consumers on information and 
convenience, network providers are trying their best to provide all sort of information to 
their subscribers via mobile phone. These services include financial news, property news, 
entertainment information, horse racing results, emergency numbers, etc. It is usually 
being offered free of charge and will only count the airtime used. 
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Gall Management Service Information Service Communication Service 
Dual-band 
Orange Call waiting, caller display. Voice Info - news, finance Mobile fax/data Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail, info, hotlines, etc 70 countries, 
paging service Mobile email 
Text Info - real-time Mobile Phone Banking 
stock/property updates, etc Handset message Services 
Real-time scheduling 
1010* Call waiting, caller display, Information Service - E-note message Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail, financial, property & over 100 destinations, 
paging service lifestyle info Mobile email/ fax 
Free graphic/ ringing 
PalmNews Mobile data tone download 
One2Free* Call waiting, caller display, Mobile organizer 
call forward, voice mail, 
paging service _ ‘ 
SmarTone* Call waiting, caller display, InfoAccess Mobile data Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail, „ _^ ：^ . , . . . ( … 90 countries 
^ „ . Property Express Mobile fax 
conference call, paging ^ ^ ^ 
service InfoFlash Handset message 
SmartInfo Intemet & Fax message 
StockA^orex Alert Service Real-time scheduling 
• f;,:M:./iss^ ::W ::::::.f;iteM:S:S 
1丨.::-0^__.鋪^ :¾»;<i):_«•_•_:::::si:::s___;_!a«iS:;s^ ^ sii:錄;::»::::;:iiiiiii«^CT^^ 
:终？ _ _ : :彌殘 _ , 8 _ _碧凑體！： t _ _ _ _ ¥丨 _ _ _ » _籠 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V；.：;.:; :::. :.r：:.:.:,:.:.:-.::.::..:.::.;：::,. :..•/..:>,.?•::.::..•.:.:•,:::::.:?..;:.:•:>:.:..::.: -:.x.;-::,:f'r >:.1：; ；：:^:：:：；:：.：,.-;-；::：：-：：：-：'；-：:' >：:：； • ：;';-：；:<.\ ;••>••.：:;：.：-•：：：..; ：..••：• •： .:.:•:::、.:•:••：.:.•::、::•.::.:- • • ；；-y：.-；；' ^；:' ';:<v::.--;;-'v'-:r;v>. :•.•-：•: ...:-:•..:.-.',.::.::::,.:‘ :^；:：:：;：:：;：:：:：:：:：:：;：;：.；.：:；：.：：;：;：;：,；-：<,.：:：:-.  :-,-Xv.-.-i- ；^  -v'；;；；;- -••-：-••； .•-：;•;； • • v^:>：:-'：.；:：:：.；:：:：;-:;；>;. ：:.,：:•:： ：>••.-:•:• ：‘ :；:：.•.•.•. 
^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ « _ « « - - _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ « _ « _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ « _ « » « 
New World# Call waiting, caller display, Information hotline Mobile note Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail, over 
conference call Horse-racing live broadcast 
CNN Mobile News 
Extra Call waiting, caller display, InfoAccess Handset message Roaming service covers 
� call forward, voice mail 90 countries 
Property Express 
Sunday Call waiting, caller display, Mobile Jukebox, Cupid, Air Note Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail. Box office, Concierge, over 90 destinations 
paging service, conference Reporter, Jetso, Assist 
call 
Peoples Phone Call waiting, caller display, Short messaging service Mobile fax Roaming service covers 
call forward, voice mail, nearly 50 countries 





Xin Gan Xian Call waiting, caller display, InfoLook MobileNet Roaming services are 
call forward, voice mail, available mainly in US, 
paging service, conference InfoLink Canada & Japan 
call 
News 818 -
1+1 Call waiting, caller display, Information Hotline Roaming services only 
call forward, voice mail, available in US, Canada, 
conference call Financial news Malaysia and Singapore 
*allows accumulation of unused airtime for a limited amount or period. 
**offers 20% free airtime of your selected plan and this amount can be accumulated for future use. 
Text/data communication category is the latest service provided by network 
operators. Users could use this service to send/receiver fax or even to access Internet via 
mobile phone. The service will give subscribers a more convenient and faster way to 
access information. Network operators with ISP licenses - Hongkong Telecom, 
Hutchison & SmarTone - will definitely have a competitive advantage in data 
communication over those who do not. 
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Customer and Maintenance Services: Compared to its competitors' distribution 
outlets, Hutchison has the second largest distribution network to reach retail customers 
among all network providers. Table 10 summarizes the number of retail outlets and 
service centres of other network providers. 
Table 10 Number of Retail Outlets and Customer Services Centres^^ 
“~~‘~~~- ''、，，、， .�, --/,'~~—., ‘~~. .:.. No. of.,:': ‘ ":/, No. of ‘,....；,: 
Network Providers Retail Outlets Service Centres 
HK Telecom TIO+ 4 
(1010, One2Free and 1+1) 
Hutchison 77 6 
(Orange, Everyday, Xin Gan Xian) 
SmarTone and Extra 34 4 
New World 29 2 — 
Peoples Phone 38 3 - ‘ 
Sunday 14 2 
Customer Loyalty Program, Not all the network providers have formally 
designed loyalty program aiming to retain customer, but, one way or the other, they do 
offer special discounts to reward their loyal customers. Details of the loyalty programs 
are listed in Table 11. 
31 Home Pages of HK Telecom, SmarTone, Extra, Peoples Phone and Sunday. Pamphlet ofNew 
World. 
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Table 11 Customer Loyalty Programs Offered by Different Networks 
Network Program 
Hutchison Everyday Card 
(Orange & Offers discount covering aspects of daily life, including fashion, food, living, transport 
Xin Gan Xian) and entertainment. May enjoy as high as 60% off at 40 well-known stores with more 
than 600 retail outlets. There are also two Everyday Card Centres where cardholders 
may enjoy as much as 10% discount for purchase of telecommunications products. 
This is the most successful VIP card program compared to other networks providers' 
program. 
1010 Number One Partners 
Members enjoy discounts and special privileges from 1010 Mobile Phone Services, 
IMS Netvigator Services and Telecom CSL Shops. The Number One Partners 
membership is also recognized in selected shops and restaurants for exclusive benefits 
and privileges offered by a distinguished list of participating merchants. These offers 
are based upon cumulated points. ‘ 
One2Free No official loyalty program. But they do offer discount on handset prices for 
subscribers according to tenure. 
SmarTone Loyalty Scheme 
SmarTone are among the few who really specify a reward program for loyal 
customers. Subscribers are entitled to different discounts level according to their 
tenure. For examples, if a customer has been with the company for 3 years or longer, 
he/she could get 50% handsets, 25% bonus airtime per month and 10% discount on 
accessories. All their subscribers are offered with free handset inspection service. 
New World No official loyalty program. But they do offer discount on tariff plan after a subscriber 
has been with the company for one year. Also issue "Advantage Card" for discounts at 
some retail outlets. 
Sunday No official loyalty program. Sometimes may havejoin promotions with retail outlet. 
Peoples Phone No official loyalty program. Do have VIP card, but it is for tariff plan $300 or over 
subscribers. Discounts are only limited to China Resources group's retail outlet. 
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Market Entry 
New entrant to the mobile industry is limited by government license. There is no 
indication that the Telecommunications Authority (TA) will issue new license to any new 
comers. The TA would only consider inviting new applications for a license unless there 
has relinquished spectrum resulted from acquisition among existing operators. Besides, 
the start-up and exist costs to operators are high, which will create barriers to entry. 
Substitutes 
Pager, pay-phone, satellite phone, and even email can be classified as substitutes 
for mobile phone. Among them, pager seems to be a closer substitute than others do. 
Pager may have a better coverage than mobile phone networks. However, it is only a 
one-way communication via a third party. As mobile phone becomes more affordable 
nowadays, the number of pager subscribers has dropped significantly from its peak of 
1.36 million in 1994 to 0.57 million at the end of 1998^^ as shown in Table 5 below. 
Today, pager has become a complimentary product to mobile phone. Pager service has 
become one of the value-added services provided by major network operators Hongkong 
Telecom and Hutchison. 
32 "Key statistics for Wireless Services in Hong Kong." Home Page of OFTA. Available: 
http://www.ofta.gov.hk, updated Feb 19, 1999. 
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Figure 5 Number ofMobile Phones and Pager Subscribers 
No of Mobile Phones and Pagers Subscribers, 1989-98 
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Therefore, there is no close substitute that has similar product performance 
characteristics as mobile phone at the moment. Industry-wise speaking, the threat from 
substitute product is really minimal. 
Buyer Power 
With the launch of MNP, buyers have more powers today than before. Buyers now 
can freely switch from one network to another but still keeping their original phone 
numbers. The price war in the industry has squeezed the profit margin of the operators. 
All the operators are trying hard to attract new customers with low tariff plans, special 
offers, free handsets, attractive advertising, etc. Buyers now have a much stronger power. 
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Supplier Power 
Three most powerful suppliers are dominating the mobile handset market in Hong 
Kong, they are Motorola, Nokia and Ericsson. There are other suppliers in the market 
with a much smaller shares, namely Sony, Panasonic, Alactd, Samsung, Siemens, Bosch, 
Sagem, etc. The three large suppliers supply handsets to all the operators. There is not 
much difference in terms of the handset models offered by each operator. Except some 
suppliers may give exclusively right to only one operator, for example, Sagem only 
supplies handsets to New World. However, this is seldom the case for popular brands. 
As mobile phone is more of a fashion nowadays, customers are really looking 
forward to new models. Suppliers have strong power to determine who gets what and the 
priorities. Of course, the operators with significant market shares will have strong 
bargaining powers as well. 
Overall Implications 
In short, the mobile telecommunications industry is mainly characterized by 
strong bargaining power of customers and intense competitions. To maintain leadership 
and profitability in the mature market, it is important for network providers to increase 
the market penetration by product and services differentiation in order to attract new 
customers while retaining existing ones. 
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CHAPTER IV. COMPANY ANALYSIS 
Strengths 
Aggressive Marketing Campaigns 
Hutchison has been marketing its products and services aggressively since 
launching its mobile telecommunications services in early 1990s. In 1997, it spent over 
HK$200 million in media to promote its networks. By using celebrities such as the 
popular singer Leon Lai for its TV advertisements, Hutchison has successfully associated 
its brands with young and innovative images, and has rapidly created the brand names of 
Orange and Xin Gan Xian. In view of Hutchison's success, SmarTone and One2Free 
followed similar strategies and launched TV advertisements with celebrities .such as 
Jacky Cheung and Arron Kwok, resulting in the advertising wars in 1997. 
Comprehensive Product Ranges 
Hutchison has been providing various products and services to customers, which 
range from pager, CT2, analog and digital mobile phone services over the years. As one 
of the few companies that offers various services to satisfy different customer needs, 
Hutchison not only provides a “one-stop shopping" solution for customers by bundling 
different services, but also maintains a larger customer base that may upgrade or migrate 
to advanced services. In the past, Hutchison had encouraged its CT2 customers to switch 
to its CDMA network by offering them trade-in discounts. Together with its new Internet 
services from HutchCity, Hutchison may satisfy the increasing customer demands for 
comprehensive product packages. 
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Competitive Pricing Strategy 
Targeting at the youth and price-sensitive customer segments, Hutchison has cut 
its prices aggressively and implemented the "Complete Value Guarantee" policy, which 
allows customers to select any tariff plans offered by any other network provider. In 
another words, it guarantees that its customers can receive the lowest tariffs no matter 
how much other network providers offer. This pricing strategy has attracted many price-
sensitive customers and increased Hutchison's customer base to over 1 million in April 
1999，up from 880,000 in Dec 1998 before the recent price-cut. 
Extensive Distribution Network 
Hutchison has an extensive distribution network of over 40 retail outlets, 10 
Orange Shops and 20 Xin Gan Xian Specialty Stores, as shown in Table 12 below. In 
addition, it has two Everyday Card Centres, which sell handsets and accessories, and 
provide information on Everyday Card offers ranging form enquiry to redemption details. 
Table 12 Distribution Outlets and Service Centres of Hutchison^^ 
� ： ~~~• ., No of ‘�,�1；, N f r t�::��，' I •:' : No pf :, '��No of y 卞:No ofXin Gan 
Locations Retail J^ \ = � ^ � Maintenance Orange < Xian Specialty 八 , , � Service Centres 广 , „.办 „/ , Outlets Centres Shops Stores 
H o n g Kong 11 1 “ 1 1 4 
Kowloon f8 i 1 4 6 
New Territories “ 12 1 1 — 5 l0 
“"Hutchne t Support Service." Home Page ofHutchison. Available: 
http://www.hutchnet.com.hk/Service/SS-Chi-Home/SS-Chi-Home.html (10/4/1999). 
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Huge Financial Resources 
As a subsidiary of the Hutchison Whampoa Ltd., Hutchison enjoys strong 
financial support from the parent company, which has a turnover of HK$51.3 billions and 
profits attributable to the shareholders of $8.7 billion in the financial year 1997-1998^^ 
With strong financial resources backup from the parent company, for instance, Hutchison 
spent $3.5 billion to establish its dual-band network by merging its GSM and PCS 
networks in September 1998. It has also recently announced an investment plan of 
HK$5.8 billion to upgrade the three mobile phone networks in 1999. In addition, it has 
launched aggressively marketing campaigns to promote its products and build the brand 
awareness, which is a key success factor of Hutchison. 
Good Relationships with Suppliers 
Hutchison has established good relationships with handset and network suppliers 
such as Siemens and Motorola. It has not only built its dual-band network jointly with 
Motorola in 1998^^ but has also obtained exclusive rights to sell Siemens' new dual-band 
handset C25 in Hong Kong in 1999^6. Collaborating with the suppliers certainly helps 
Hutchison provide better products and services to its customers. 
34. "Director's message" 1997-1998 Annual Report, Hutchison Whampoa Ltd, March 25, 1999. 
35 Andrew Chetham. "Hutchison to Lay out $5b on Beefing up Cell Networks". South China 
Moming Post, December 17，1997. 
36 "Hutchison Telecom Leaps into a Brighter Future with the Implementation ofMNP." Hutchison's 




Relative Weak Network Quality 
Both GSM and CDMA networks of Hutchison has been perceived as of poor 
quality. Because of the delay in establishing its digital GSM services until mid-1995, 
Hutchison's GSM network was relatively immature compared to the first movers HK 
Telecom and SmarTone�?. Meanwhile, its CDMA services were plagued by technical 
difficulties and complaints about reception during its 18-months launch in 1995-199738. 
As a result, the general public has developed a poor perception on Hutchison's 
network quality, which is probably difficult to be changed. There is also belief that 
Hutchison has to cut its tariffs for all its networks in order to compensate for .its poor 
quality while attracting new customers and retaining existing ones. 
To improve the network coverage and quality, Hutchison has been investing 
aggressively in its networks in recent years. Figure 6 shows the increasing number of 
base stations set up for Hutchison network from 1996 to 1999. Still, it takes time to 
improve its network and change customers' perceptions. 
“"Development ofHutchison Mobile Phone Services." Hong Kong Economic Journal, September 
24, 1998. 
38 Andrew Chetham. "Phone Push a Winner for Hutchison." South China Moming Post, June 20, 
1997. 
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Figure 6 Increasing Number ofBase Stations ofHutchison Networks 
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Poor Customer and After-sales Services 
Despite having a number of customer service and maintenance centres, Hutchison 
received poor ratings in both customer and after-sales services in our questionnaire 
survey. It is generally believed that Hutchison has emphasized too much on attracting 
new customers, while little attention has been made to offer quality customer and after-
sales services to existing customers, which will obviously damage the company 
reputation, reduce the customer loyalty and subsequently increase the chum rates. 
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Opportunities 
Increasing Demands for Bundling Services 
As it is mentioned previously in the technology trends section, there are 
increasing customer demands for total solutions on telecommunications services, 
covering data and voice communications. While Hutchison has been offering pager, 
mobile phone, IDD, fixed line and Internet services, there exists market opportunity for 
Hutchison to offer various packages of services tailor-made for each customer. For 
instance, Hutchison may provide discount package of a combination of pager and mobile 
phone services for a customer, and another bundle of mobile, fixed line and Internet 
services to another customer. With the increasing demands for total solution and one-
stop shopping, Hutchison has competitive advantages over other small network providers 
such as People's Phone and Sunday, who focus only on providing PCS services. 
Gaining Acceptance of the CDMA Technology 
Hutchison has been the pioneer in implementing a commercial mobile phone 
network using the CDMA technology. With the gaining worldwide acceptance of this 
technology, Hutchison may consider not only expanding its CDMA operation in Hong 
Kong, but also expanding its business geographically to other parts of the world such as 
China and Asia. 
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Threats 
Intense Price Competitions 
Since the introduction of PCS services to the territory in mid-1997 and the price 
competitions in 1998, Hutchison has cut its tariffs for GSM and CDMA services 
significantly. The average turnover has dropped from HK$550 to $400 per Orange 
customer, and from HK$300 to $200 per Xin Gan Xian user^ .^ It is expected that 
Hutchison will reduce its profits by $400 million per year. Table 13 shows the declining 
average revenue per subscriber in 1997-98. As it is estimated by investment bankers that 
network providers may not be able to cover its costs of operations if the average monthly 
revenue drops below HK$270^^, the continuing cut-throat price competitions will 
definitely hinder Hutchison's long-term profitability in the future. . ‘ 
Table 13 Average Revenue Per Network Subscriber 
[-Hutchison Networks [ Apr 1997?:> | Ov Fel^  1998： = 1 4 Becl998 J :| 
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Due to the intense competitions in the mobile telecommunications industry, the 
chum rates of Hutchison subscribers has been increasing from 2% in April 1997 to 3% in 
end-1997 and 4% in end-1998. Together with the implementation of MNP, it is likely 
39 "Hutchison's Price-cut will Reduce its Profits by $400 million." Ming Pao, December 19，1998. 
40 Ibid. 
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that the churn rates ofHutchison customers may rise in the future. Keen competitions in 
the mobile telecommunications industry have not only reduced Hutchison's profits but 
also increased its churn rates. While it is very costly to attract new customers, it is no 
less important for Hutchison to retain existing customers. 
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CHAPTER V. MARKET SURVEY 
Survey Objective 
The objective of the market survey is to understand the brand perceptions and 




Questionnaire survey was designed to study the perceptions and satisfaction level 
of mobile users and attitudes of non-users. Out of the 280 questionnaires collected, a total 
of 235 questionnaires were successfully completed and used. The questionnaires were 
given out through different means, including email, fax and street survey, over one month 
period started from mid-March and ended at mid-April. A sample questionnaire is 
attached in Appendix 3. 
Telephone Interview with the Marketing Manager, —Mr. Adolphus Ho, of 




Secondary data was collected via library newspaper cutting, journal, reference 
books, Internet resources and the homepage of different network operators. Pamphlets 
issued by different operators were also collected via retail outlets in order to compare 
different services. 
Limitations 
In order to cope with the implementation of MNP, the questionnaire survey could 
only commence in mid-March. Due to time constraint, only 235 samples were 
successfully collected over one month period. The subscribers interviewed are not in 
proportion with the market share of different networks and the sample size of some 
networks may not be representative enough. Therefore, results obtained may not be 
generalized to the whole population. 
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Results and findings 
In this section, we will highlight the major findings from the questionnaire survey. 
Details of the survey results are given in Appendix 4. 
Non-users and Former-users 
In our survey, 22 of the respondents are non-users and 4 are former-users. 
According to the non-users, 15 of them (68%) say that they have no need for mobile 
phone services. Only 8 respondents (36%) would consider using mobile phone services 
in the coming 6 months. For former-users, they stopped using the mobile phone services 
because of miscellaneous reasons such as losing the handset or having no time to buy one. 
Also, 2 of them would consider using the services again. -
Altogether, the relatively low percentage of potential new mobile phone 
customers (10 out of 26) is consistent with the market situation that the mobile 
telecommunications services sector is growing mature and saturating now. As the 
number of new customers is likely to decrease in the future, it is vital for network 
providers to understand their existing customers, satisfy their needs and desires, and keep 
them as far as possible. 
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Relative Tmportance of Criteria for Mobile Phone Services 
When the current users are asked to rank the relative importance among major 
factors related to mobile phone services, it is found that network quality, network 
coverage and prices are considered as the three most important factors, followed by 
customer services, company reputation and variety of services. This is illustrated in 
Figure 7 below. 
Figure 7 Relative Tmportance ofMohile Services Criteria 
Relative Importance of Mobile Services Criteria 
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Best and Worst Network Providers Perceived 
Current users are asked to identify the network provider they perceive providing 
the best and worst services in terms of the 6 factors mentioned above. The result in Table 
14 shows that HK Telecom's 1010 service has always been considered as the best 
performers in all categories except that it charges too much on tariff, handset and 
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accessory. Meanwhile, Orange still lost its leading position to Sunday in this price-
related category, despite its aggressive price-cuts since December 1998. 
Table 14 Best and Worst Performers Perceived Among 209 Respondents 
~ Criteria ~~~T]~~Best Performer L Worst Performer 
- - ' - - " - - ； - - ； '‘--..‘-,.-“、.：、、;/:v'- - ; ; v - '、''..？(.y .,�:':. .-
Network Quality HKT 1010(132) Peoples Phone ( 3 7 ) ~ ~ 
Network Coverage HKT 1010(106) Peoples Phone ( 3 6 ) ~ ~ 
Price (tariff, handset and 
Sunday(41) H K T 1 0 1 0 ( 5 0 ) 
accessories charges) 
Peoples Phone (21) 
Customer Services HKT 1010 (3 9) 
Orange (21) 
Company Reputation HKT 1010(99) Peoples Phone ( 4 6 ) ~ ~ 
Var ie tyofServices HKT 1010(53) Peoples Phone ( 4 0 ) ~ " 
None of the Hutchison's brands are perceived to be the best performers in any of 
the factors related to mobile phone services. Instead, Orange is considered as one of the 
two worst performers in customer services, sharing the same score as Peoples Phone, 
who is always considered as the worst performer in the factors of network quality, 
coverage, company reputation and variety of services. 
Considering the service itself, both Orange and Xin Gan Xian are perceived as 
relatively good at providing different variety of services at reasonably low prices, but 
weak in network quality, coverage and customer services. 
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Why Chose a Specific Network? 
A total of 16 reasons are given to respondents asking why they chose a specific 
network. Table 15 below summarized the top 3 reasons (shaded) why respondents chose 
a specific network. 
Table 15 Summary of Reasons Why Chose a Specific Network 
^ ~ ~ 7 Z ^ ~ ~ One2- ~ ~ ~ ~ r Z | X i n G a n | Smar- Extra ~ ~ N ^ ~ ~ Peoples。„„知、， � „ i 
R e a s o n s 1010 Free !+1 Orange ^ . ^ ^ Tone Wor ld Phone Sunday Total 
c % c f ^ C ] % c % T f ^ c | %" c % c % C| % c % c %* 
Good customer 2 T i % ~ 8 T T % T ~ 0 % ~ " 7 % ~ r " 7 % n r ~ ^ ^ 14% 6 2 3 % T " ^ T T 39% 35 17% 
services 
Extensive i4 7 8 % 16 6 2 % T ^ I % 9 2 6 % ~ 2 " ~ 9 % ~ 9 l ^ ~ T 14% 15 58% 1 10% 13 46% 8 2 Q r a ^ ^ ^ 
network coverage H H 
Word-of-month 4 22% 4 \5Vo~2 22% 2 6 % ^ ~ 9 % ~ ~ [ 1 % ~ ~ 1 4 % 5 \ 9 % ~ J 1 m ~ 4 14% 30 14% 
recommendation 
Reasonable 0 0% 0 0%~4 44% 11 3 1 % l 2 ^ I % ^ " n % ^ 29% 7 2 7 % " T T ^ " 7 25% 4 7 r a | | ^ 
handsetprice m m ^ ^ / x . 
Quality o fphone 6 33% 11 4 2 % T ^ I % 1 3 % ^ ~ ^ ~ T ~ I ^ ~ T ~ T 5 % 9 35% 1 10% 6 21% 44 ,21% 
calls 
Offer promotional 2 11% 2 8 % T T I % 6 \l%~l~WA~2~Wo~2 29% 3 1 2 % ^ 30% ~ T 14% 32 15% 
package 
A t t r a c t i v e a d s / f " 6 % 1 0 3 8 % T T T % 1 3 % ~ ~ 4 % ~ 0 ~ 0 % ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 % 1 4 % ~ 1 ^ ~ 4 1 4 % 2 0 1 0 % 
brand image 
Reasonable tariff"""^3 17% 1 4 % T " 6 m 11 3 1 % l 3 " T ^ " 6 ^ 4 % ^ 57% 9 3 5 % " 7 7 0 % ^ 82% 8 j b | | d / . _ o 
p l ^ J ^ W A 
Good company 9 50% 9 3 5 % T 22% 2 6 % ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 3 ~ U V o ~ 0 “ 0 % 3 12% 0 0% 1 4% 31 15% 
reputation 
Others I o| 0%| o | 0%| l | 11%| l | 3%| l | 4%| 6| 24%| o | 0%| l | 4%| 0| 0%| 0| 0%| 10| 5% 
*Total percentage exceeds 100 as multiple selection is allowed. 
Industry: As presented in the last column (shaded), the mostly chosen reasons 
among all networks users are: reasonable tariff plans, extensive network coverage, and 
reasonable handset price. This may imply that most people are price-sensitive. They do 
see price as a primary concem when choosing network providers. The above table also 
shows that most of the dual-band/GSM networks (1010, One2Free & SmarTone) are 
chosen primarily because of their extensive network coverage; while 
PCS/CDMA7DAMPS and other networks are chosen based upon price. This is consistent 
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with the current situation where dual-band/GSM networks are more mature while others 
networks still have rooms for improvements. 
Hutchison: Unlike other dual-band operators, Orange was chosen because of 
price rather than on coverage or quality. Xin Gan Xian, similar to Orange, was chosen 
primarily because of price and special offers. These results suggest that Hutchison does 
possess an advantage on price and that being the primary reason in attracting new 
customers. 
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Average Airtime Used per Month 
Industry: Among 209 mobile phone users, 27% of them use on average less than 
100 minutes per month. They are usually classified as low usage group. The medium 
volume group, those who use 101 to 300 minutes per month, accounts for 55% of all 
respondents. The heavy-duty usage group, those who spend above 300 minutes per month, 
accounts for only 18% of the total respondents. 
Light volume users, those who use less than 100 airtime per month, are usually 
considered as the price sensitive group with a greater potential to switch to whatever 
network that provides a lower rates. However, this is also the group where the growth 
potential in airtime is the greatest. Analyzing by network, we can see that about 40% of 
1+1, Orange, Xin Gan Xian, Extra and Peoples Phone subscribers can be classified under 
this category. That means those are the companies that tend to have a greater fluctuation 
in their customer bases. 
Figure 8 Average Airtime Used per Month 
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Hutchison: A majority of Orange and Xin Gan Xian respondents, 83% and 78% 
respectively, use less than 200 minutes per month. As these groups are more price 
sensitive than others, that means Orange and Xin Gan Xian will experience more 
fluctuations in subscriber base. How to retain these customers will be very critical to the 
company. 
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Satisfaction Levels with Different Networks 
Industry: Respondents are asked to rank the level of satisfaction on 10 items 
concerning the network that they are using, with “1” represents "Extremely Unsatisfied" 
and “5” represents “Extremely Satisfied". The mean for all 10 items is 3.37, which 
implies users are, in general, fairly satisfied with their network providers. 
The worst performer among all networks is Xin Gan Xian with a score of 3.08, 
while the best performer is One2Free with a score of 3.66. Company-wise speaking, 
Hutchison's performance is the least appreciated by its subscribers, while Hongkong 
telecom is the most appreciated by its subscribers. 
Table 16 Levels of Satisfactions of Over-all Performance by Network Operators 
Company ‘: , ' � \卜、、‘”::' : >、 , ' ' A � M e a n V j —,;?'卞？1::% 
. ', ‘ * " 。 , , • . 、 . : ； , -\-' ...... . !,- , \ •心 、‘ "'_,- 、.，S~、、 
Hongkong Telecom 3.59 
People's Phone 3.52 
Sunday 3.42 
New World 339 
SmarTone 3.30 
Hutchison 3.16 
Orange vs other GSM/Dual-band networks: Compared with other dual-band 
operations, Orange out-performs others only on price; it is comparable with others on 
variety of handsets, number of outlets and compatibility with other telecommunications 
services attributes. For all the other attributes — coverage, quality, customer services, 
after-sales services and variety and quality of value-added services — are ranked the 
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lowest compared to other dual-band operators. This contributes to the lowest overall 
performance of Orange (3.25) as perceived by their subscribers. 
Figure 9 Levels ofSatisfactions ofGSM/Dual Band Network Users 
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Xin Gan Xian vs other networks: Compared with PCS/TDMA/CDMA network 
providers, Orange does not do well either. It outperforms the rest on handset variety only. 
Xin Gan Xian performs better in price and number of outlets, but ranked poorly on the 
rest of the attributes. 
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Figure 10 Levels ofSatisfaction of PCS/TDMA/CDMA Network Users 
Levels of Satisfaction of PCSn"DMA/CDMA network users 
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Table 17 below shows how well do Orange and Xin Gan Xian perform when 
compared with overall means of all networks. The shaded scores are the ones that are 
below overall mean. 
Table 17 Hutchison Networks vs. Overall Mean 
Attributes Xin Gan Xian Orange~~~" Overall Mean 
Tariff, handset and accessory charges 3.65 3.36 3.30 
Variety ofhandsets 3.14 J J 6 3 M 
I ;^'-j贫丨.:;丨:簡宽丨较:丨:_::丨.:::丨.):丨:〔::丨::.丨:丨::;iEj-'^!;MA''^jli .,.,,.:,.,,..:..,>...,.:.r: .,.；_. I.....:.,:.:.:...,,..:.:,;.,,.,.:. 
Network coverage 2.96 3.29 3.58 
Quality ofphone calls 2.96: 3 , 1 4 ~ “ 3S7 
Number of distribution outlets 3.77 3.39 3.36 
Customer services 2J6 : 3.03 3.30 
After-sales services = ; 2.59 -, ; , 2.91 3 M 
Variety and quality of value-added services 2.85 3.09 3.29 
Compatibility with other telecom services 2.76 3.26 3.26 
Overall performance ^ ‘~~；~~3M 3 M 
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Overall speaking, subscribers only perceive Orange and Xin Gan Xian as 
networks providing bargain handsets and tariff plans. However, are they value for money 
is another issue. The whole purpose of having a mobile phone is for easy of accessibility. 
Poor network coverage and quality will hinder the effectiveness of communication, 
which as a result will generate a bad impression on the subscribers. Offering bargaining 
price cannot outweigh other shortcomings. Although low price strategy is an effectively 
mean to attract new customers, the overall low satisfaction levels will not retain 
customers in the long run. As customers are more demanding nowadays, Hutchison 
should pay more attention on other areas namely on network coverage, quality and 
customer services. 
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Mobile Number Portability vs. Switching 
Industry: MNP is a big leap towards the opening of the mobile 
telecommunications industry in Hong Kong. The series of special reporting by mass 
media and the huge budget on advertising campaign of the network providers have paid 
off. MNP does become a well-known event. According to the survey, 98% of the 
respondents are aware of this policy. 
However, whether to switch to another network is really a dilemma among a lot 
of respondents. About 45% of the respondents, see Figure 11, are not sure if they will 
switch in the near future. Only 21% are positive that they will switch to another network, 
and among them, 56% will take action within 3 months. 
Figure 11 Will People Switch with the Implementation ofMNP? 
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For those respondents who will not switch, 50% of them are either bound by 
contract or had pre-paid monthly tariff, and 34% of them are satisfied with the existing 
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network provider. For better or for worse, we can say that pre-payment and contract are 
good means to retain customers, as least in the short run. 
Hutchison: When we look at the findings by network, as shown in Figure 12, it 
is showed that only 13% and 20% of Xin Gan Xian and Orange subscribers respectively 
have made a decision to change to another network. It is not very consistent with the 
results on satisfaction level where it suggests low satisfaction level ranked by subscribers. 
This could be deal to the fact that Hutchison has being used contract or pre-payment 
policies to bound customers. 
Figure 12 Respondents，Switching Behaviors by Network 
Would you consider switching to another mobile network provider? 
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For those Hutchison customers who decided not to switch network providers, only 
36% of Orange and none of the Xin Gan Xian users do so because they are ‘‘satisfied 
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with the current mobile network", as shown in Table 18. Customer satisfaction level is 
one ofthe critical means to customer loyalty. Without customer loyalty, a company could 
not retain customers in the long run. 
Table 18 Reasons Why Hutchison Users Do not Want to Switch 
Reasons Orange XinGanXian 
BliSiliiill^  ;j|||i:;M l|gli:l:MiW^  
Already signed contract 2 18% 8 80% 
Pre-paid monthly charges 3 27% 0 Q% 
Authorized by company 1 9% 1 10% 
Satisfied with current mobile network 4 36% 0 0% 
Others 1 1% 1 10% 
Total 11 100% 10 100% 
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Implications 
Overall, several implications can be drawn based on the survey results. First, the 
mobile telecommunications industry is getting mature in recent years. Consistent with 
our survey results, few non-users will consider purchasing mobile phone services in the 
future, given the high penetration of 43% at end-1998 in Hong Kong. 
Second, network quality, network coverage and prices are the most important 
criteria used by mobile customers to evaluate the performance of network providers. 
Except pricing, however, Hutchison's Orange and Xin Gan Xian networks failed to 
satisfy customers' needs in good network quality and coverage. Furthermore, its 
customer services are perceived as the worst performers as well. 
Because of its low price strategy, Hutchison has attracted a lot of price-sensitive 
customers. Despite of the poor satisfaction level evaluated by these customers, they 
show relatively few intentions to switch to other network providers. This is probably 
because customers are bounded by contract agreements or tariff repayment when they 
register for Hutchison mobile services. Therefore, it is likely that these dissatisfied 
customers may switch to others once their contracts or repayment expire. If Hutchison 
failed to improve its network and services before then, it would be doubtful that 




With reference to the company's analysis and the implications from the 
questionnaire survey, the following recommendations are made for Hutchison to improve 
customer satisfaction and hence customer loyalty by enhancing its marketing-mix 
strategies. 
Product Strategy 
Differentiation by Quality 
Improve network quality and coverage. As it is mentioned in the analysis section, 
network quality and coverage are ranked as the two most important criteria, other than 
prices, for mobile users to select network providers. While Hutchison has always been 
perceived with poor quality, it may not be able to attract new customers, nor retain 
existing customers. Under its aggressive advertising and promotional campaigns, even if 
new customers are attracted to Hutchison, its network may not be able to support such a 
sudden and huge increase in customer base. Therefore, it is critical for Hutchison to 
continually improve the network coverage and quality of its Orange and Xin Gan Xian 
networks. 
Improve inventory control. With a sudden increase in new customers, Hutchison 
failed to supply sufficient handsets to its customers. Recently, for instance, new Orange 
customers cannot collect their Siemens C25 handset until 2 months after they register for 
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new services. To avoid the high cost of losing customers that suffer from stockout, 
Hutchison should therefore control its inventory ofhandsets closely. 
Differentiation by Services 
Standardize the services of all retail outlets. Currently, not all Hutchison retail 
outlets provide the same services. Customers may go to one store for service enquiry and 
visit another store for bill repayment or maintenance service. The different services 
offered in different stores may create confusions and inconvenience to customers. To 
improve this situation, standardization of services at all retail outlets is recommended. 
Customers should receive the same service at any of the Hutchison stores. Furthermore, 
all Hutchison retail outlets should act as the collection points for damaged handsets, so 
that customers need not visit the few maintenance centres for repair services. 
Deliver new/repaired handsets. To provide better services for its customers, 
Hutchison should follow Peoples Phone's strategy to deliver new handsets to customers. 
Furthermore, it can also provide pick-up and delivery services for customers who would 
like to repair their handsets. Replacement handsets should also be temporarily provided 
for customers whose mobile phones are being repaired. This will prevent customers from 
terminating their mobile services and losing contacts with their friends and clients during 
the maintenance period. 
Improve customer hot-line services. While we were conducting the 
questionnaire survey, complaints on the service level of customer hotlines are received. 
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Not only are the hotlines always busy, but also they are not available in the evening, say 
after 8pm. To support the customer enquiry and services, Hutchison should expand its 
customer call centre and employ more telephone representatives to support hotline 
services in 24 hours a day. 
Support flexible payment methods, Hutchison should offer flexible 
billing/payment systems to facilitate customers. This may include allowing customers to 
alter their statement dates and encouraging customers to pay their bills by autopay. 
Furthermore, Hutchison may follow SmarTone's strategy to cooperate with banks and 
accept bill payments through ATM machines. While SmarTone customers are currently 
allowed to pay their bills through the HSBC/Hang Seng Bank ATM network, Hutchison 
may consider accepting bill payment through JETCO, another ATM network in Hong 
Kong. 
Expand the membership programme. In addition to the shop discounts offered 
by Everyday Card and the associate stores, Hutchison should further cooperate with its 
partners to provide additional benefits to its customers. Hutchison may assign bonus 
points to customers for their monthly expenses on Hutchison services - operating in a 
similar way as many credit card membership programmes do. Using the bonus points 
accumulated, Hutchison customers may then redeem gifts from a catalog, which include 
gifts and coupons. This can help encourage the usage of the Hutchison services 
(including pager, Intemet, mobile, etc.) and reward its loyal customers. 
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Pricing Strategy 
Continue the ‘‘Complete Value Guarantee'' Policy. This policy has been 
proven to be very successful. Two months after the implementation of MNP, consumers 
are still crowded at Hutchison's retail outlets asking for information. This guarantee 
program also lowered the rivals' incentives to further cut down on prices as they can 
benefit for doing so. Therefore, Hutchison should carry on with this policy as it creates a 
win-win situation for both network providers and customers. 
Bundle Service into Packages, Beside over 40 different tariff plans under 
“complete value guarantee" policy, there are many other items in the price list. This is 
very confusing from customers' point of view. It will be easier for customers if 
Hutchison could bundle different services together into packages and priced at a discount. 
For example, it could create a package for low usage customers, one for mobile and 
Internet users, one for students, etc. It will cut down the confusions for both the 
customers and the staff, and, at the same time, Hutchison may gain more business by 
selling extra value added services that would not purchased if it has not be bundled. 
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Place Strategy 
Number of Outlets. Hutchison has an extensive distribution network of over 70 
retail outlets. When compared with its competitor, HK Telecom, which has over 150 
outlets, there is still room for improvement for Hutchison. Of course, outlet location is 
more important than number ofoutlets. 
Renovation of Outlets, It is suggested that new design should be introduced to 
the outlets to give a sense of freshness to the consumers. The traditional blue and white 
layout in most ofthe stores has been used for some time. It is time to renovate the outlets 
as to cope with the image of Orange and Xin Gan Xian. The establishment of Orange 
and Xin Gan Xian Specialty Stores should be continued. -
Promotion Strategy 
Advertisements with pop star Leon Lai has successfully built the brand awareness. 
In addition to selling the image of the brand, Hutchison may want to convey the message 
that it cares about and values their customers. Moreover, Hutchison could also sponsor 
charity events to show its corporate citizenship. 
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSIONS 
The growth rate of the mobile phone market has been declining from its peak of 
76% in 1996 to 37% in 1998. The decline in growth rate is a sign for a mature market. In 
order to sustain market position, retain customers and differentiate from competitors, the 
quality of customer services becomes a vital element. 
From the survey result, it shows that Hutchison is weak on network coverage, 
network quality and customer services compared with other networks. Especially with 
Xin Gan Xian, it has eight out of ten items scored below overall mean of all networks; 
while as Orange has six out of ten items scored below overall mean. The technical aspect 
is relatively easier to improve by setting up more transmission site on prime locations. 
However, customer service is the area that requires extra attention. Retaining an existing 
customer is always cheaper and easier than finding a new one. 
Hutchison is suggested to differentiate by quality and services as its focus on 
product strategy. When all the products sold by each network provider are very similar, 
consumers will then look for quality and services. A comprehensive and convenience 
package will be mostly preferred. Pricing strategy is one thing that Hutchison is doing 
right at the moment. Most of the respondents are satisfied with its price on handsets and 
tariff plans. Its "Complete Value Guarantee" policy has been working effectively in 
attracting new customers and has created a competitive edge for Hutchison. It is also 
suggested that Hutchison should renovate its retail outlets in order to build up a fresher 
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and modern image. As for promotion strategy, Hutchison may sponsor charity events and 
advertise more on customer care. Of course, this has to be done after Hutchison has 
improved its customer services level. 
Hutchison already has a significant market share in Hong Kong's mobile phone 
industry. It is only a few steps away from being the market leader. The implementation 
of MNP actually has provided it with a chance to tum the game around and take control. 
If Hutchison would take an extra effort to upgrade its network and improve its customer 
service level, being the market leader in Hong Kong's mobile phone industry should not 
be a fairy tale. 
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CHAPTERVIII. APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 - Recent Major Events of Hutchison 
Date Activities 
Apr 1999 Announce the customer base has reached 1 million subscribers, with about 460,000 
CDMA customers and 540,000 Orange users 
Announce to spend $5.8 billion on upgrading cellular networks 
Mar 1999 Launch new TV advertisement by Leon Lai, featuring the birth of dual-band network 
with Orange and Siemens 
Offer the Siemens C25 dual-band handset s exclusively in Hutchison 
Offer free heart-to-heart mobile phone services for 3 months 
Jan 1999 Announce a total customer base of 940,000 subscribers by end-Jan 1999 
Announce the "Complete Value Guarantee" to provide customers the most competitive 
tariff plans 
Launch Hong Kong's first banking services with American Express Bank, allowing 
Orange customers with Nokia 6150 handsets to perform bank transactions usihg mobile 
phones 
Dec 1998 Cut the tariffs of Orange up to the same price as its Everyday PCS charges, initiating the 
price competitions in the mobile phone services sector 
Nov 1998 Launch HutchCity, providing Intemet services to customers 
Announce a total customer base of 820,000, including 400,000 CDMA users, 375,000 
GSM users and 45,000 PCS users. 
Sept 1998 Announce to spend $3.5 billion to merge its GSM and PCS networks into the dual-band 
network, which is re-branded as Orange 
Dec 1997 Plan to spend $5 billion over the next 3 years upgrading its three cellular networks, $2 
billion for GSM, $1.5 billion for CDMA and another $1.5 billion for PCS network 
Feb 1997 Join with Chase VISA card to offer hire-purchase installment plan on mobile phone 
� Oct 1996 Free Hutchison Everyday Card, which offers shopping/dinning discounts on partner 
merchants' products and services 
May 1996 Terminate the Tien Dey Seen service 
Jan 1996 Trade-in CT2 and analogue handset for CDMA services 
Record only 100,000 mobile phone subscribers 
Sept 1995 Launch the CDMA service 
June 1995 Launch the digital GSM service, 2-3 years behind HK Telecom's and SmarTone's GSM 
services 
1992 Launch Tien Dey Seen (CT2) service, providing one-way mobile communications 
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Appendix 2 - Organization Structure and Objectives ofOFTA 
Director-General 
, I ; I , 
RegulatoryAffairs Branch Support Branch Operations Branch | 
-Techn i ca l Regulation Division - Development Division — Spectrum Management Division 
- E c o n o m i c Regulation Division "| - Administrative Services Division L Advisory & Planning Division 
-Legislat ion & Planning Division [ 
- Finance Division 
Vision Hong Kong has the best telecommunications services to meet the challenges 
of the information age. 
Objectives - That the widest range of quality telecommunications services- to the 
community at reasonable costs 
- T h a t the adoption of a market driven approach to allow free market 
economics to work as close as possible to economic efficiencies 
• That Hong Kong should serve as the pre-eminent communications hub 
for the region now and into the future. 
Key features • To support private ownership of the telecommunications industry by 
o f t h e cur ren t creating and maintaining a fair operating environment for 
policy telecommunications infrastructure and services 
framework _ 丁 。 ^ p ^ j ^ market without foreign ownership restrictions on the licensing 
of telecommunications operators 
• To intervene only when it is necessary to protect public interest and 
allow market forces to work as far as possible 
• To create opportunities for new entrants to the telecommunications 
industry so that the most economic, efficient telecommunications 
services can be provided, i.e. pro-competition 
• To provide widest possible range of services to the community at 
reasonable costs, i.e. pro-consumer 
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Appendix 3 一 Customer Survey Questionnaire 
1. 你是否流動電話用戶？ 
•現在是（請到第 2題） •曾經是（請到第 1 7題） •不是（請到第 1 9題） 
[ 甲 部 ； m m m m ^ m ) I 
2. 你現在選用之流動電話網絡爲： 
•香港電訊1010 • 自 由 2 • 1+1 • fPiHOrange • 新 幹 線 




• 增 _ 艮 務 _ 多 • • 推 薦 •可積累通話時間•月費合理 •公司信譽 
• _合其它通訊服務(如：e-mail，E)D等） •其它: 
4. 你選用了這間網絡供應商有多久？ 
• 少 於 3 個 月 • 3 - 6 個 月 • 6 - 1 2 個 月 口一年至年半[：年半至兩年 口兩年以上 
；：...；,«:.: . ' • • . •..: . • . • 
5. 你平均每月所使用的通話時間有多少？ - -
• 0-100分鐘 • 1 0 1 - 2 0 0 分鐘 • 2 0 1 _ 3 0 0分鐘 • 301 - 5 0 0分鐘山⑴分鐘以上 
6 . 你開台時所選用的付款方式爲： 
• 預 繳 月 費 • 簽 訂 合 約 • 簽 訂 合 約 + 預 繳 ^ ^ •以正價購手機+月費 
•攜機上台 +月費 口其它 : 
_ 7. 請就以下項目選出你對_絡的滿意雖。（1-非常不滿意，5-非常滿意;1^-不適用） 
a) 月費、手機及配件價格 1 2 3 4 5 N 
b) 手 機 觀 1 2 3 4 5 N 
c) 網絡覆蓋範圍 1 2 3 4 5 N 
d) 網絡淸晰禾！® 1 2 3 4 5 N 
e) 銷售點數目 1 2 3 4 5 N 
f) 顧客服務態度 1 2 3 4 5 N 
g) 售后服務（如：維修等） 1 2 3 4 5 N 
� h) 增値服 ^ ^及質素 1 2 3 4 5 N 
i) 與這公司撤之其它通訊服務的銜接 1 2 3 4 5 N 
j) 整體表現 1 2 3 4 5 N 
8. 你會否推薦雌絡給難？ 
•.、會 • 可 能 會 • 不 會 口不肯定 
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網絡質素 a)香港電訊1010 g)和記0：011£6 
覆蓋範圍 b) 1 + 1 h 新幹線 
月費、手機及配件價格 c )數碼通 i) Extra 
客戶服！^素 d )新世界 j ) 萬眾 
公司信譽 e) Sunday k)無意見 
服務多元化(如：6-01吼傳呼機等) f ) 自由 2 
11. 你使用了流動電話有多久？ 
•少； & ^年 • 1-2年 • 2-3年 • 3-5年 •5年以上 
12. 除了現時的網―’你曾經轉換過多少個網絡？ 
• 零 • 1 • 2 • 3 • 4 • 5或以上 
13.-你知否「流動電話號碼可攜服務」的新措施已經節？ 
• 知 道 •-不知道 
14. 你會否因此考慮轉換》電話網絡供應商？ 
• 不肯定（請到丙部） 
• 不會考慮，因爲： o 已簽訂合約 




• 會’請註明期限： 0 3個月內 0 3 - 6個月內 0 6-12個月內 0 —年后 
(請到第15題） 
. 1 5 . 你最有可能轉換哪一個網絡？ 
•香港電訊1010 •自由 2 • 1 + 1 •和記Orange • 新 幹 線 




• 增 値 服 務 _ 多 • • 推 薦 •可積累通話時間口月費合理 •公司信譽 
•可配合其它通訊服務(如：e-mail，DD等） 口其它: 
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17. 你曾經删的網絡爲： 
•香港電訊1010 • 自 由 2 • 1+1 • *EOrange •新幹線 
• 數 纖 • Extra •新世界 • 萬 眾 • Sunday 
18. 你停止删的原因：（可選多項）（請到第20題） 
•價格不合理 •銷售點數目少•未能與其它通訊服務配合•手機 _少•職員態度欠佳 
•網絡覆蓋未如理想 •網絡質素未$_想 口售后服務未^！！！想 
•增値服務觀少 •其它 
19. 你不使用流動電話的原因： 




• 會 0 香港電訊1010 0 自由2 0 1 + 1 0 fniH Orange 0 新幹線 
0 數 碼 通 0 Extra 0 新 世 界 0 萬 眾 0 Sunday 
m _ : m M 
21. 性別： • 男 • 女 
2 2 . 年齡： D l 5 - 2 4 D 25 - 34 D 3 5 - 4 4 口斗-或以上 
2 3 . 教 育 _ : •小學 •中學 •大專 /大學口硏究院或以上 
2 4 .職業： •待業 •學生 •文職 •營業代表•專業人仕 /行政人員 
•管理階層•雇主 •家庭主婦•藍領 •退休人仕 
2 5 .平均每月入息： •少於 5,000 • $5,000-$10,000 • $10,001-$15,000 • $15,001-$20,000 
• $20,001-$25,000 • $25,001-$30,000 • $30,000 以上 
~此問卷完，隱~ 
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Appendix 4 - Customer Survey Results 
1. 你是否流動電話用戶？ 
No. ofRespondents % 
現在是 “ ^ 88.9 
曾經是 4 l_J 
不是 ^ 9A 
Total 235 100 “ 
[ 甲 部 ; m m m m m f i m m I 
2. 你現在選用之流動電話網絡爲: 
No. ofRespondents % 
香港電訊1010 — ^ 9 
自由2 一 26 一 \1 
1 + 1 9 4 
^DiaOiange “ ^ 12 
新幹線 ^1 12 
數 觀 ^ 1? 
Extra 7 3 
新世界 ^ ^ . 
萬眾 ； 10 5 ： 
Sunday 30 U 
Total 209 100 
3. 你選擇此網絡的原因爲：（可選多項） 
No. ofRespondents W 
服務態度優良 35 17 — 
網絡覆蓋完善 82 39 
手機價格合理 12 22 
提供上台優惠 32 15 
銷售點眾多 ? 4 
提供公司客戶廳 23 n 
手機觀繁多 3 1 
話音/接收淸晰 11 21 
品牌形象/廣告吸引 ^ iQ 
增値服 ^ ^ ^多 16 8 
赚推薦 0^ 14 
可積累通話時間 1 3 
月費合理 ^ 40 
、公司信譽 21 1^ 
可配合其它通_@務（如：e-mail，仍0等) 1^ 8 
其它 10 5 
*Total percentage exceeds 100 as multiple selection is allowed. 
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4. 你選用了這間網絡供應商有多：； ?^ 
No. ofRespondents % 
少於3個月 l_6 8 
3-6個月 4] ^ 
6-12個月 一 40 19 
―年至年半 46 n 
年半至兩年 一 25 12 
兩年以上 11 ^ 
Total 209 100 
5. 你平均每月所使用的通話時間，多少？ 
No. ofRespondents % 
0 -100 分鐘 56 27 
101-200分鐘 — 81 39 
201-300分鐘 — 34 - l_6 
301-500分鐘 — 26 - n 
500分鐘以上 12 6 
Total 209 100 — 
6. 你開台時所選用的付款方式爲: 
一 No. ofRespondents % 
預繳月費 ^ 29 
簽訂合約 37 lJ 
簽訂合約+預^^^ 0^ 14 
以正價購手機+月費 ^ ^ 
攜機上台+月費 12 ？ 
其它 - 5 2 
Total 209 100 
7. 請就以下項目選出你對^^铬的滿意搬。（1了非常不滿意’5-非常滿；^;>1-不_用） 
1 2 3 4 5 N Mean 
汪)月費、手機及配件價格 7 25 86 67 16 8 ~ O o 
b)手機11^ 3 18 88 70 16 14 3.40 
0)網絡覆蓋範圍 - 4 2 4 _ 58 ~ 2 31 ~ ~ 0 ~ 3.58 
(1)網絡淸晰程度 5 19 68 85 32 0 _ 3 ^ 
6)銷售點數目 3 22 91 65 17 11 3.36 
_客服務態度 9 24 84 67 18 7 _ 3 ^ 
8)售后服務(如：維修等） 7 29 81 50 9 33 _ ^ U 
h ) m i m m ^ R m m s 19 62 62 u 21 3.29 
1)與這公司提供之其它通訊服務 2 16 91 52 6 42 3.26 
的銜接 
j)整體表現 3 17 85 89 13 2 3.44 
. � OveraU: 3.37 
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8. 你 會 否 聽 腿 絡 給 _ ？ 
No. ofRespondents % 
S 53 25 — 
可能會 — 88 42 
不會 39 1^ 
不肯定 29 — 14 
Total 209 100 
9. 請依次序1- 6排列出下列因素，重要性：(1 -最重要’ 6 -〒重要） 
|ext.import- important fairly rather Ummport ext. 
ant important unimport -ant ummport 
; ^ -ant 
網絡質素 “ 83(40%) 64(31%) 38(18%) 15(7%)— 4(2%) 5 ( " ^ 
月'費、¥機及配件價格 67(32%) 30(14¾;^  _ 6 0 g 9 ^ ^ j g ^ _ 2 3 Q 2 ^ _ 7 ^ 
月艮務多元化(如6-瓜311，傳呼機等） 2(1%) 7 ^ 15(7o/o)"36(17%) 49(23%^ 100(48%) 
罾 魏 圍 40(19%)^6^4l^ 61(29%) 11(5%) 7(3%) 4(2%) 
客戶服藤素 8 ^ ~ " l 6 ^ 25(12%) 87(42%) 55(26%) 18(9%) 
公司>(5譽 9 ^ ~~~6(3%) 10(5%^ 38(18%)" 71(34%) 75(36%) 
Total 209(199%) 209(100%) 209(100%) 209(100%) 209(100%) 209(100%) 
10. 試根據以下項目’選出你認爲表現§^?和最差的網絡。 
網絡質素覆蓋範圍月費、手客戶服務公司信譽 |服務多元化 |““ m ^ ~ ~ 
驗 機 及 配 件 - 質 素 -
價格 , _ 
3)香港電訊1010 2 3 2 | 63o/ol^6| 5 1 % ~ v T 3% 39| 19% 99| 47%_ 53| 25% 436| 35% 
b ) l + l — 0 0 % ~ 2 ~ I % " 3 1 % ~ 1 0 % ~ " 3 " 1% 0 ~ 0 % 9 ^ ^ ] % 
涵 碼 通 ~ l 7 ~ ^ " T S ^ % _ _ 9 ] ^ ^ _ ^ I j 8 _ 9 % ] ^ _ ^ ] ^ _ 6 % 
4)新世界 一 12 6%~~W 5% l 6 8 % ~ 4 7 % ~ ^ ^ _ 2 _ H ^ _ ^ Z j ^ 
e) Sunday 3 ~ ~ ~ 1 % “ “ 5 ~ W o ~ ^ 20% 21 10% 5 2% 9 4% 84 7% 
f ) 自 _ 2 5 ~ " m ~ ~ 5 ~ ^ 0 ~ " 5 2% 12 6% “ “ 3 ““Y% 16 8% 46 4% 
g)和記 Orange 4 ~ ~ 1 % “ “ 9 4% 32 15% 8 ~ 3 % 12 6 % " T s 9 % ~ ~ ^ 7% 
h)新幹線 r ~ " 0 % ~ 4 2% 16 ~Wo ~ ~ 4 2% 4" 2% 2 1% 31 Wo 
i)Extra 0 ~ ~ 0 % ~ ~ 1 0% 1 1 ~ 5 % “ “ 2 ~"1% ~ " 0 0% 3 1% 17 1% 
] 7 ^ ^ 1 ~ ~ 0 % ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 % ~ " 4 ~ ^ ~ ~ 1 0% T" 0% 0 0% 7 1% 
让)無意見 ^ 16% 49 23% 65 31% 95 45% 57 27% 94 45% “ ^ 31% 
209 100% 209 100% 209 100%^09 100% 209 100% 209 100% 1254 100% 
網絡質素覆蓋範圍月費、手客戶服務公司信譽 |服務多元化 |““ M i t ~ 
mm 機及配件 質素 
• 價格 _ • ^ _ 
&)香港電訊 1010 1| 6% 1| 0% 5 0 | 2 4 % 5| 2 % ~ 0| 0 % 一 l | 0 % _ ^ _ 5 % 
b ) l + l ~13 6% ~ 9 4%" ~ 3 1% 2 1% ~ 2 1% ~~7 3 % ^ ^ ^ % 
。)數碼通 4 2% ~ 1 ~ 0 % ~ " 6 3% 4 ~Wo ~~0 0% 3 1% 18 1% 
d ) f f - [ t ^ 3 1% 4 2% 2 l % " T 2 6% 5 2% 2 ~ 1% 28 Wo 
e) Sunday 1 “ “ 0 % " “ “ 3 ~"Wo ~ " 2 ~ 1 [ % ~ 0 0% 2 1% 1 0% 9 1% 
f)自由2 0 “ “ 0 % “ “ 1 “ “ 0 % ~ ~ 4 2 % “ “ 2 " “ ^ 1 % “ “ 1 ~ 0 % ~ 0 0% 8 1% 
g)禾口記 Orange"““43 21% 28 14% “ “ 9 4% 23 11% 29 14% ~ ~ 6 3% 138 11% 
^ 
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h f ^ j ^ 25| 12%| 23| 11%| 13| 6%| 13| 6%| 15| 7%[ 13| 6%| 102| 8% 
i y S t o To ~ " 5 % 10 5% ~ " 3 1% 4 ~ m 5 2% 3 l % ~ 3 l 3% 
j)萬眾 37 18% 36 17% 16 8% 21 10%~46 22% 40 19% 196 16% 
让)無意見 j j 34% 93 44% 101 48% 123 5 9 % 1 ^ 50% 133 64% 626 50% 
209 100% 209 100% 209 100% 209 100% 209 100% 209 100% 1254| 100% 
11. {尹使用了流動電話有多久？ 
一 No. ofRespondents % 
少於一年 ！！ 18 
1 - 2 年 ^ ^ 
2 - 3年 — 54 “ 26 
3 - 3年 34 一 ^6 
5年以上 19 ? 
Total 209 100 _ _ 
12. 除了現時的網,—’你曾經轉換過多少個網絡？ 
No. ofRespondents % 
^ m 48 
1 — 58 — 28 
2 一 30 — U 
3 • 16 8 
4 — 5 2 
5或以上 0 0 : ‘ 
Total 209 100 
13. 你知否「流動電話號碼可攜服務」的新措施已經*^? _^  
一 No. ofRespondents % 
-知道 204 “ 98 — 
不知道 5 ； ？ 
Total I 209 100 
14. 你會否因此考慮轉換流動電話-絡供應商？ 
— No. ofRespondents % 
不肯定 ^ 45 
不會考慮 n !1 
會 43 ^ 
Total 209 100 
不會考慮的原因: 
No. ofRespondents % 
已簽訂合約 1! ^ 
已預繳月費 1? ^ 
、公司指定之供應商 6 8 
滿意現時的網纖應商 24 34 
蛇 5 7 
Total 71 100 
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會，期限： 
No. ofRespondents % 
3個月內 24 56 
3 - 6個月內 ^ ^ 
6-12個月內 Z 1^  
—年后 9. 2 
Total 43 100 
15. 你最有可能轉換哪一個網絡？ 
No. ofRespondents % 
香港電訊1010 — ？ 1 
自由2 3 1 
1 + 1 0 9 
fOiBQrange “ 1^ ^ 
新幹線 \ ？ 
數碼通 1 ？ 
Extra 5 1? 
新世界 1 1 
萬眾 \ ？ 
Smiday 2 ^ 
Total 43 100 
16. 你想轉用以±1§絡供應商的原因爲：（可選多項) 
No. ofRespondents %* ‘ 
服務態度優良 4 一 9 : 
網絡覆蓋完善 ？ ? _ 
手機價格合理 ？ ？ 
提供上台優惠 ？ 1 
銷售點眾多 1^ V. 
提供公司客戶優惠 1 1^ 
手機觀繁多 1 1 
話音/接收淸晰 15 ^ 
品牌形象/廣告吸引 7 1^ 
增値服 ^ ^ ^多 ？ ？ 
親友推薦 \ 1 
可積累通話時間 10 ^ 
月費合理 - ？ 1 
公司信譽 24 ^ 
可配合其它通賺務(如：e-mail, JDD等) 1 ？ 
賈它 5 12 • 
*Total percentage exceeds 100 as multiple selection is allowed. 
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\m^- mmmnmMPmm . 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
17. 你曾經測的網絡爲： 
No. ofRespondents 










一 No. ofRespondents 
無須要 • 15 
價格不合理 ？ 
|有其它通訊方法（$0傳呼機）I 3 
其它 — 1 — 
Total 22 
20. 在未來的半年內’你會否考慮成爲流動電話客戶？ “ 
— No. ofRespondents 
不會 _f 






1 + 1 1 





: m ^ M A m 
21. tt^ 
用戶 |曾經是用戶|非用戶 Total % 
^ 111 3 8 m 52 
飞 98 1 — 14 113 48 
Total 209 4 22 235 100 
2 2 . 年 齡 z 
用戶 丨曾經是用戶|非用戶 Total % 
15-24 67 0 — 4 21 30 
25-34 ~ ~ m ~ ~ 3 11 136 58 
35-44 13 1 3 n 1 
45 ^ ^ 上 — 7 0 4 n 5 
T o t a l 2 0 9 4 2 2 2 3 5 100 
2 3 . 教 育 雖 ： 
用戶 |曾經是用戶|非用戶 Total % 
小學 1 0 — 4 2 1 
中學 70 i 11 8] 34 
大專/大學 一 133 ~ ~ ~ 3 123 52 
硏究院或以上 25 2 4 ^ 12 
T o t a l 2 0 9 4 2 2 2 3 5 100 
24. 1 ^ 
用戶 |曾經是用戶|非用戶 Total % 
待挙 5 0 2 1 3 
m^ 50 0 — 5 ^ ^ 
棚 ^ 0 3 18 16 
^m^.m 22 0 0 22 9 
專華人什/行政人員 75 3 1 ^ ^ ~ 
管理階層 9 Q Q 9 4 
雇牛 3 0 Q _J 1 
家薛牛婦 5 1 1 2 ^ _ • 
_ ^ M 4 0 f f 1~~ 
根伏人件 Q Q 1 1 0 
ToM 209 4 22 235 100 
2 5 .平均每月入息： -
用戶 丨曾經是用戶丨非用戶 Total % 
少於5，000 55 1 一 11 ^ 29 
$5,000-$10,000 20 0 1 2] ？ 
$10,001-$15,000 41 0 3 14 15 
、$15’001-$20，000 29 1 1 11 11 
$20,001-$25,000 一 26 0 1 27 U 
$25,001-$30,000 — 16 1 1 I? S 
$30，000以上 22 1 4 ^ n 
Total 209 4 22 235 100 
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